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Abstract 
In this work we explore a simple gaming world to study human-machine interaction.  The machine is 

essentially a neural network in order to mimic human behavior as naturally as possible, given the 

bounded computational resources of a computer.  Both the game and the neural network should be 

relatively simple, to make it possible for a human observer to comprehend the detailed behavior of the 

network (possibly at the level of individual connection weights!). Furthermore, we anticipate that the 

“cult” status of Pong (the godfather of computer games) will yield a favorable response in both students 

and potential test subjects, thereby enabling two major applications: education (using the game 

environment to teach neural networks) as well as research (to study the dynamics of neural network 

organization as a result of human-machine interaction). 

 

We hypothesize that the competitive environment offered by a (simple) game like Pong will stimulate 

the network towards an organization exhibiting machine behavior that implicitly embodies two different 

aspects of the human-machine interaction: It will create a model of the behavior of the human, thereby 
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implementing a predictive element. Secondly, the machine will determine an action, based on the game 

input (current and recent positions of the ball) taking into account the prediction of the behavior of the 

human. By employing Pong with an artificial connectionist player, we hope to demonstrate that these 

two aspects (model and action) of the resulting machine behavior will be reflected in a distinct modular 

neural network organization (One module for the model of the human, one for action determination).  


